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Laser iridotomy does not result in cataract progression in 
primary angle closure suspect eyes
Dolly S. Chang1, Yuzhen Jiang2, Beatriz Munoz1, Paul J. Foster2, 
Mingguang He3, Tin Aung4, David S. Friedman1. 1Ophthalmology, 
Wilmer Eye Institute, Baltimore, MD; 2UCL Institute of 
Ophthalmology and Moorfields Eye Hospital, London, United 
Kingdom; 3Zhongshan Ophthalmic Center, Sun Yat-sen University, 
Guangzhou, China; 4Singapore National Eye Centre, Singapore, 
Singapore.
Purpose: Laser peripheral iridotomy (LPI) is performed 
prophylactically for eyes with narrow angles to prevent acute angle 
closure attacks. One theoretical risk of this procedure is more rapid 
development of cataract due to alterations in fluid dynamics and 
post-laser inflammation. We evaluated the impact of LPI on cataract 
formation in primary angle closure suspects (PACS) randomized to 
LPI in one eye only.
Methods: Eligible participants with bilateral gonioscopic angle 
closure of 180 degrees or more were treated by LPI in one randomly 
selected eye, with the fellow eye serving as its control (trial registered 
ISRCTN45213099). Cataract was graded at baseline, 18, 36, 54 
and 72 months using the Lens Opacity Classification System III 
for nuclear color (NC), nuclear opalescence (NO), cortical (C) 
and posterior subcapsular cataract (PSC). Progression was defined 
as change ≥ 2 grades in any category or cataract surgery. Cox’s 
proportional hazards model was used to compare time to progression 
between treated and untreated eyes.
Results: 889 participants were randomized and treated with LPI 
(mean age 59±5 years, 83% female). Lens grading was repeated at 6 
month in 10% of participants which showed good agreement in all 
categories except PSC (intraclass correlation coefficient >0.71 except 
PSC=0.10). Lens grades and other ocular characteristics were similar 
between the two eyes at baseline. The average nuclear grades were 
slightly higher at 72-month among LPI eyes (both NO and NC: 2.9 vs 
2.8, p<0.001) but no differences were found for predefined cataract 
progression (cumulative probability of progression at the end of 72 
months: 22.4% in LPI vs. 20.6% in control). The risk of progression 
in LPI-treated eyes was 8% higher over 6 years [HR=1.08 (95% 
CI=0.87-1.35)]. Visual acuity at 72 month was similar in treated and 
untreated eyes at final evaluation (p=0.43).
Conclusions: Prophylactic LPI did not cause significant cataract 
progression in eyes randomized to treatment in patients with PACS. 
The randomized design provides strong evidence that treatment of 
asymptomatic narrow angles with LPI is unlikely to result in negative 
visual outcomes.
Commercial Relationships: Dolly S. Chang; Yuzhen Jiang, None; 
Beatriz Munoz, None; Paul J. Foster, None; Mingguang He, None; 
Tin Aung, None; David S. Friedman, None
Clinical Trial: 45213099
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LiGHT: Laser in Glaucoma and Ocular Hypertension Trial 
– Methodology and Baseline characteristics of a multicentre 
randomised controlled trial
Gus Gazzard1, Evgenia Konstantakopoulou2, 3,  
David Garway-Heath3, 2, Keith Barton2, Richard Wormald2, 3, 
Stephen Morris4, Rachael Hunter5, Gary Rubin3, Marta Buszewicz6, 
Gareth Ambler7, Catey V. Bunce2, 8, Yuzhen Jiang2, 3, 
Victoria Vickerstaff5, 9, nathwani neil2. 1Glaucoma Research, Institute 
of Ophthalmology, London, United Kingdom; 2NIHR Biomedical 
Research Centre at Moorfields Eye Hospital NHS Foundation Trust, 
London, United Kingdom; 3Institute of Ophthalmology, University 
College London, London, United Kingdom; 4Department of 
Applied Health Research, Institute of Epidemiology & Health Care, 
University College London, London, United Kingdom; 5Priment 
Clinical Trials Unit, Royal Free Medical School, University College 
London, London, United Kingdom; 67. Research Department of 
Primary Care and Population Health, University College London, 
London, United Kingdom; 7Department of Statistical Science, Faculty 
of Mathematics & Physical Sciences, University College London, 
London, United Kingdom; 8Department of Primary Care and Public 
Health Sciences, King’s College London, London, United Kingdom; 
9Marie Curie Palliative Care Research Department, Division of 
Psychiatry, University College London, London, United Kingdom.
Purpose: The Laser in Glaucoma and Ocular-Hypertension (LiGHT) 
Trial compares initial treatment with selective laser trabeculoplasty 
(SLT) versus topical medication for Primary Open Angle Glaucoma 
(POAG) and Ocular Hypertension (OHT).
Methods: LiGHT is a pragmatic, observer masked, multi-centre 
randomised controlled trial. 718 newly diagnosed patients with 
POAG or OHT were recruited at 6 collaborating centres in the United 
Kingdom between 2012-2014. Randomisation to SLT followed by 
conventional medical therapy as required or medical therapy without 
laser therapy was by done by an online web-based randomisation 
service, achieving full allocation concealment. Participants will 
be monitored for 3 years, according to routine clinical practice by 
masked observers. The target intraocular pressure (IOP) was based on 
disease severity and lifetime risk of loss of vision at recruitment and 
subsequently adjusted on the basis of IOP control and the stability 
of optic disc and visual field. The same decision support software 
determined treatment escalation and follow-up intervals to minimise 
bias. The primary outcome measure is Health Related Quality of 
Life (EQ-5D-5L). Secondary outcomes are treatment pathway cost 
and cost-effectiveness, Glaucoma Utility Index, Glaucoma Symptom 
Scale, Glaucoma Quality of Life, objective measures of pathway 
effectiveness, visual function and safety profiles and concordance. 
The sample size was determined for 90% power to detect a difference 
in mean EQ-5D-5L scores between treatment arms of 0.05 using a 
two-sample t-test at the 5% significance level, assuming a common 
standard deviation of 0.19 and allowing for 15% loss to follow-up at 
36 months. A single main analysis will be performed at the end of the 
trial on an intention-to-treat basis.
Results: A total of 554 patients (77.2%) were classified as POAG and 
163 patients (22.7%) as OHT. Median subject age was 63 years. The 
median IOP for OHT eyes was 26mmHg and 23mmHg for POAG 
eyes. The median for MD of baseline visual fields (VF) was -0.81dB 
for OHT eyes and -2.82dB for POAG eyes. POAG patients had 
similar median scores to OHT on the EQ-5D-5L (0.94) and GSS (85), 
higher scores on GQL (POAG 17, OHT 16) and lower GUI scores 
(POAG 0.90, OHT 0.93).
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Conclusions: The LiGHT Trial will provide valuable data on HRQL, 
clinical- and cost-effectiveness of SLT and topical IOP lowering 
medication.
Commercial Relationships: Gus Gazzard, Moorfields Eye Charity 
(F), NIHR HTA (F), Allergan (C); Evgenia Konstantakopoulou, 
Moorfields Eye Charity (F), NIHR HTA (F); David Garway-Heath, 
Pfizer (F), Santhera (C), Santen (C), Alcon (C), Aerie (C), Moorfields 
Eye Charity (F), Bausch&Lomb (C), Quark (C), NIHR HTA (F), 
Allergan (C); Keith Barton, AMO (F), Refocus (F), Vision Medical 
Events (I), Glaucos (C), Kowa (C), Santen (C), Allergan (F), Alcon 
(C), Thea (C), Vision Futures Ltd (I), Aquesys Ophthalmic implants 
(I), Transcend MEdical (C), Carl Zeiss MEditec (C), London 
Claremont clinic (I), Merck (C), Ivantis (C), New World Medical 
(F), Refocus (C), Amakem (C), Moorfields Eye Charity (F), NIHR 
HTA (F), Ophthalmic Implants PTE Ltd (P); Richard Wormald, 
Moorfields Eye Charity (F), NIHR HTA (F); Stephen Morris, NIHR 
HTA (F); Rachael Hunter, NIHR HTA (F); Gary Rubin, Moorfields 
Eye Charity (F), NIHR HTA (F); Marta Buszewicz, Moorfields Eye 
Charity (F), NIHR HTA (F); Gareth Ambler, Moorfields Eye Charity 
(F), NIHR HTA (F); Catey V. Bunce, NIHR HTA (F); Yuzhen Jiang, 
British Council for the Prevention of Blindness (F), Moorfields Eye 
Charity (F); Victoria Vickerstaff, None; nathwani neil, Moorfields 
Eye Charity (F), NIHR HTA (F)
Support: National Institute Health Research - Health & Technology 
Assessment programme (12/LO/0940)
Clinical Trial: www.controlled-trial.gov, ISRCTN32038223
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Longitudinal changes in the fibrosis score of filtering bleb using 
polarization-sensitive optical coherence tomography
Yuta Ueno1, Deepa Kasaragod2, Sujin Hoshi1, Akari Fujita1, 
Tomotaka Okubo1, Shinichi Fukuda1, Yoshiaki Yasuno2, 
Tetsuro Oshika1. 1Department of Ophthalmology, Faculty of Clinical 
Medicine, University of Tsukuba, Tsukuba, Japan; 2Computational 
Optics Group, University of Tsukuba, Tsukuba, Japan.
Purpose: Polarization-sensitive OCT (PS-OCT) can detect and 
evaluate scar fibrosis of the filtering blebs after glaucoma surgery. 
Previously, we reported about the fibrosis score as a new diagnosis 
score to evaluate the bleb structures. This study aims to assess 
longitudinal changes in the fibrosis score of the blebs after surgery 
using PS-OCT.
Methods: Twenty-three blebs of 21 patients who had undergone 
glaucoma filtration surgery were consecutively examined for 
6 months. Birefringence tomography of blebs was obtained by 
PS-OCT, and the fibrosis score was computed for each patient. 
The fibrosis score was defined as the area occupation ratio of high 
birefringence area within the conjunctiva. All subjects were classified 
as good or poor IOP-control group by intraocular pressure (IOP) 
and medications. Time-course changes in the fibrosis score were 
evaluated in each group.
Results: There were 17 blebs in the good IOP-control group and 6 
blebs in the poor IOP-control group. In the good IOP-control group, 
there was no increase of high-birefringent tissue (Figure 1) and the 
average fibrosis score at 1, 2 weeks, 1, 2, 3, and 6 months was 19, 
19, 20, 21, 19, and 19 %, respectively. In the poor IOP-control group, 
partial increase of thin hire-birefringent tissue was shown around the 
internal fluid pool (Figure 2). Consequently, the average fibrosis score 
increases by time as it was 18, 21, 25, 34, 35, and 35 % at 1, 2weeks 
and 1, 2, 3, and 6 months, respectively.
Conclusions: In consecutive measurements, the functional blebs in 
the good IOP-control group showed a low fibrosis score. On the other 
hand, the poorly functioning blebs in the poor IOP-control group 

showed a tendency to increase of the score. PS-OCT may be useful 
for the evaluation of bleb function.

Commercial Relationships: Yuta Ueno, None; Deepa Kasaragod, 
Topcon (F), Tomey Corp (F), Nidek (F); Sujin Hoshi, None; 
Akari Fujita, None; Tomotaka Okubo, None; Shinichi Fukuda, 
None; Yoshiaki Yasuno, Topcon (F), Tomey Corp (F), Nidek (F); 
Tetsuro Oshika, Topcon (F), Tomey Corp (F)
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A novel approach to modeling the effect of sub-conjunctival blebs 
on flow pressure to enhance clinical bleb grading systems
Yann Bouremel1, 2, Richard M. Lee1, 3, Ian Eames2, 1, Steve Brocchini3, 1, 
Peng T. Khaw1. 1National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) 
Biomedical Research Centre at Moorfields Eye Hospital NHS 
Foundation Trust and UCL Institute of Ophthalmology, London, 
United Kingdom; 2Mechanical Engineering, University College 
London, London, United Kingdom; 3School of Pharmacy, University 
College London, London, United Kingdom.
Purpose: Grading systems, such as the Indiana Bleb Appearance 
Grading Scale (IBAGS), the Moorfields Bleb Grading System 
(MBGS), and the Wuerzburg bleb classification score (WBCS), are 
used to classify blebs and monitor their progress. None of these 
grading systems allow for the effect of the bleb on intraocular 
pressure (IOP) and are relatively subjective, with the risk of inter 
and/or intra-operative scale variability. We modelled the effect of the 
sub-conjunctival bleb on flow pressure using both ex-vivo and in-
vitro approaches to enhance the clinical grading systems used in the 
immediate post-operative period.
Methods: A sub-conjunctival bleb was created by inserting a tube 
into an ex vivo rabbit eye (n=4) using an ab externo approach through 
the anterior chamber and into the sub-conjunctival space. Sterile 
dyed water was injected at a constant rate through the tube into the 
developing bleb. An in vitro silicone bleb was created by clamping 
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a circular silicone sheet; dyed water was injected at a constant rate 
and drained through a fixed resistance outlet tube. Photographic 
readings of the bleb height (H) and radius (R) as well as microfluidic 
measurements of the pressure (P) of the ex vivo and in vitro models 
were taken as a function of time. The thickness (T) of the conjunctiva 
membrane and silicone sheet was measured using a pair of calipers 
while the Young’s Modulus was obtained from uniaxials tests. 
Mathematical algorithm software was used to post-process the data 
and build the bleb model.
Results: The in vitro approach demonstrated that the pressure in the 
bleb (P) is related to its height (H), radius (R), Thickness (T) and 
Young’s Modulus (E) as follows: P ∼ E H3 T/R4.
Good correlation was observed between the in vitro and ex vivo 
approaches as shown in Figure 1 (R2=0.9).
Conclusions: The pressure in the bleb has a strong dependence on 
bleb radius and height, with a weak dependence on conjunctival 
thickness. These results provide support for an enhancement of 
bleb categorisation system based on a combination of IOP and bleb 
dimensions. This enhancement may play a greater role in patient 
management based on bleb appearance in the early post- operative 
period.

Ex vivo bleb data plotted with solid markers and the in vitro model 
curve in black. Typical error bars are shown on one data point for 
each case.
Commercial Relationships: Yann Bouremel; Richard M. Lee, 
None; Ian Eames, None; Steve Brocchini, None; Peng T. Khaw, 
None
Support: UK National Institute for Health Research Biomedical 
Research Centre at Moorfields Eye Hospital and the UCL Institute of 
Ophthalmology
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Main results of the First-In Human single ascending dose phase 
I study of ISTH0036, an antisense oligonucleotide selectively 
targeting transforming growth factor beta 2 (TGF-β2) in 
glaucoma filtration surgery
Bogomil Voykov1, Hagen Thieme2, Katharina Bell3, Melanie Weigel2, 
Guilia Renieri2, Barbara Wilhelm4, Katrin Lorenz3, Petra Fettes5, 
Eugen Leo5, Norbert Pfeiffer3. 1Centre for Ophthalmology, 
University Hospital Tuebingen, Tuebingen, Germany; 2Department 
of Ophthalmology, Otto-von-Guericke-University, Magdeburg, 
Germany; 3Ophthalmology, University Medical Center Mainz, Mainz, 
Germany; 4STZ Eyetrial, University Hospital Tuebingen, Tuebingen, 
Germany; 5Isarna Therapeutics GmbH, Munich, Germany.

Purpose: To study the safety and tolerability of intravitreal 
ISTH0036 in patients (pts) with primary open angle glaucoma 
(POAG) undergoing trabeculectomy (TE).
Methods: This prospective phase I trial was performed at three 
sites. Glaucoma patients scheduled for filtration surgery received TE 
with mitomycin C and a single intravitreal injection of ISTH0036 
at the end of surgery in escalating total doses of 6.75 µg, 22.5 µg, 
67.5 µg or 225 µg, resulting in calculated intraocular ISTH0036 
concentrations in the vitreous humor of 0.3 µM, 1 µM, 3 µM or 10 
µM, respectively, after injection. Outcomes assessed included: type 
and frequency of adverse events, intraocular pressure (IOP), number 
of interventions post trabeculectomy, bleb survival, visual acuity, 
visual field, ERG, slit lamp biomicroscopy and optic disc assessment.
Results: In total, 12 patients were treated in the 4 dose groups. Main 
ocular AEs observed were corneal erosion, corneal epithelium defect, 
or de-/increased intraocular pressure, among others. No AE was 
reported to be related to ISTH0036. All other safety-related analyses 
(e.g. ERG) did not reveal any toxicities of concern either. The mean 
pre-operative IOP at decision point for TE was 27.3 mmHg +/- 12.6 
mmHg (SD). Mean IOP (±SD) for dose levels 1, 2, 3, and 4 were 
at Day 43 9.8 mmHg ± 1.0 mmHg, 11.3 mmHg ± 6.7 mmHg, 5.5 
mmHg ± 3.0 mmHg and 7.5 mmHg ± 2.3 mmHg SD; and at Day 
85 9.7 mmHg ± 3.3 mmHg, 14.2 mmHg ± 6.5 mmHg, 5.8 mmHg ± 
1.8 mmHg and 7.8 mmHg ± 0.6 mmHg, respectively. In contrast to 
IOP values of dose level 1 and 2, IOP values for dose level 3 and 4 
persistently remained below 10 mmHg throughout the observation 
period.
Conclusions: This First-in-Human trial demonstrates that intravitreal 
injection of ISTH0036 at the end of trabeculectomy is safe. In 
addition, a dose-response trend regarding postoperative IOP was 
observed. 67.5 µg or 225 µg single-dose ISTH0036 administration at 
the time of TE resulted in IOP values remaining consistently  
< 10 mmHg over three months. Apart from glaucoma, ISTH0036 
is currently also in development for treatment of other ophthalmic 
diseases, such as wet and dry AMD.
Commercial Relationships: Bogomil Voykov, Isarna Therapeutics 
GmbH (R); Hagen Thieme, None; Katharina Bell, None; 
Melanie Weigel, None; Guilia Renieri, None; Barbara Wilhelm, 
None; Katrin Lorenz, None; Petra Fettes, Isarna Therapeutics 
GmbH (E); Eugen Leo, Isarna Therapeutics GmbH (E); 
Norbert Pfeiffer, None
Clinical Trial: NCT02406833
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Grooved glaucoma drainage devices that continuously deliver 
cyclosporine A decrease postsurgical scar formation in rabbit 
eyes
Zhaoxing Dai, Xinghuai Sun. Opthalmology, EENT Hospital, Fudan 
University, SHANGHAI, China.
Purpose: To improve the potential for glaucoma drainage devices 
(GDDs) based on redesigning our previously used GDDs. The 
preventative effects of the GDDs were examined in an experimental 
rabbit model.
Methods: Our novel GDDs were prepared by molding liquid medical 
silicon. The GDDs were designed to contain grooves, which were 
left uncoated or coated with a laye for continuous CsA delivery. 
Thus, two experimental GDDs were prepared: uncoated grooved 
GDDs (G-GDDs) and CSA-PLGA-coated G-GDDs. Eighteen 
eyes in nine New Zealand rabbits were randomly divided into 
three groups (six eyes per group). The intraocular pressure (IOP), 
BST, bleb morphology, and anterior chamber (AC) reactions were 
assessed. Bleb morphology was quantified using the Indiana Bleb 
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Appearance Grading Scale. AC radiography was performed to 
check whether the filtrating pathway was blocked. H-E staining and 
immunohistochemistry were conducted to assess how the GDDs 
slowed or prevented scar formation.
Results: The novel GDDs were successfully manufactured 
and all 18 eyes underwent GDD implantation without severe 
surgical complications. BST was significantly longer and IOP was 
significantly lower in both G-GDD groups(all, P < 0.001). Bleb 
morphology improved significantly in the CsA-G-GDD group  
(P = 0.003 for height). AC radiography revealed significant 
improvement in contrast agent diffusion in the CsA-G-GDD group 
(P = 0.032). Significant histological differences were found, which 
indicate that CsA-PLGA and the presence of grooves on the GDD 
influenced postsurgical scar formation.
Conclusions: Implantation of G-GDDs improved the prognosis of 
glaucoma surgery. The prognosis was improved further by implanting 
G-GDDs coated with a CsA-PLGA layer.

(a) - (c) show the morphology of a single eye in each group 
over time. The black arrowheads show the range of blebs. Bleb 
morphology was assessed according to the IBAGS classification. (d) 
Bleb height. (e) Bleb edge. (f) Bleb vascularization.

(a) - (c) Anterior chamber radiography. Images are shown when 
fluorescein diffused to the maximum area. The red arrowheads show 
the range of the blebs and the blue arrows show the drainage tube.
(d) - (f) Histology of the surgical area. Blue dashed lines indicate the 
scar tissue around the implanted GDD and the blue arrows indicate 
the thickest part of the scar layer. The black arrows indicate blebs that 
were separated.
Commercial Relationships: Zhaoxing Dai, None; Xinghuai Sun, 
None

Support: Key Projects in the National Science & Technology Pillar 
Program in the Eleventh Five-year Plan of China (2012BAI08B01), 
the National Science and Technology Research Program (81430007, 
81261130316), and the Shanghai Natural Science Foundation 
(15ZR1405900)
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Rate of scleral patch graft (SPG) melt after glaucoma tube shunt 
surgery: A long term cross sectional study
Tian Xia, Priyal Shah, Kelly Lee, Albert S. Khouri. Ophthalmology 
and Visual Science, Rutgers New Jersey Medical School, Livingston, 
NJ.
Purpose: Tube shunt SPG melt causing subsequent tube exposures 
can lead to complications after glaucoma drainage implantation 
(GDI). Studies have documented risk factors for tube shunt exposure 
and techniques for repair. However, limited studies have explored the 
rate of SPG melt.
Methods: Subjects presenting for follow up with history of GDI 
with SPG at Rutgers New Jersey Medical School between September 
and November, 2016 were consecutively prospectively enrolled. 
Standardized SPG slit lamp imaging (8x8mm diffuse beam, neutral 
density filter, 10x magnification) was performed (HD 12 MP, file 
size ~0.5 to 1.2MB) to measure percentage of graft surface area 
melt (GSAM) at different postoperative periods. Data was collected 
on demographics, presence of comorbid medical/ocular conditions, 
glaucoma type, ocular inflammation status, prior glaucoma surgeries. 
Z-test of proportions were performed with significance of p <0.05.
Results: 43 eyes of 38 patients (mean age 63 years, 56%female, 
44%male) were enrolled. Subject characteristics included 2(5%) 
aphakic, 29(67%) pseudophakic, 12(28%) phakic; 5(12%) insulin-
dependent diabetes (DM), 16(37%) non-insulin dependent DM, 
22(51%) no DM; 20(47%) with primary open angle glaucoma, 
23(53%) with secondary glaucoma including neovascular and uveitic 
glaucoma; 10(23%) with previous trabeculectomy with mitomycin C; 
5(12%) with dry eyes syndrome; 9(21%) Baerveldt implant, 34(79%) 
Ahmed implant; 6(14%) with >6 weeks of topical steroid use. Time 
from surgery was: <3months:8(18.5%), 3-12months:10(23%), 
12-24months:8(18.5%), and >24months:17(39.5%) eyes. Average 
percentage of graft surface area (GSA) remaining were 62.7, 28.6, 
34.1, and 14.1, respectively (p <0.05). Proportion of 50% GSA melt 
was noted at the 4 time period, 25%, 70%, 62.5% and 82.4%  
(p <0.05). Proportion of 75% GSA melt occurred in 12.5%, 60%, 
50%, and 76.4% of grafts, respectively (p <0.05). All grafts  
had >25% GSA melt at > 2 years. There was no statistical 
significance comparing proportion of melt by age, history of previous 
surgery, DM, ocular inflammation status, and type of glaucoma.
Conclusions: Scleral graft melt occurs at a very high rate (100% with 
25% area loss after 2 years). The process seems to occur gradually 
over time and is significantly noted as early as 3 months post GDI.  
A larger cohort will further improve our understanding of the rate and 
risks factors of graft melt over time.
Commercial Relationships: Tian Xia, None; Priyal Shah, None; 
Kelly Lee, None; Albert S. Khouri, None


